The after-effects of a cup of Postum Cereal

are good cheer and satisfaction. No frayed nerves, no unnatural wakefulness at night.

What wonder, then, that so many housewives serve Postum instead of coffee as the table drink!

Postum Cereal must be boiled fully fifteen minutes after boiling begins, to develop its full, rich flavor.

"There's a Reason" for Postum

Made by POSTUM CEREAL COMPANY

Postum City, Me.

NECESSITY WILL FORCE ISSUE

"Actual hunger may face a large proportion of the American people if Congress does not do something to conduct agricultural conditions to satisfactory proportions," Senator Capger, confidentially declared in the Senate recently. "In increasing the present agricultural appropriation bill a hard side of farm labor in the industrial centers is threatening a女兒food shortage which, sooner or later, will render the farmers powerless to supply the demands of this nation, C. R. ARMS.

We can't stop our present farm laws from the farms for the city.

but we can adopt measures which will prevent the importation of farm labor to this country under proper restrictions.

Ultimately, necessarily will force the issue for we must eat and the farmers must feed the nation without help to do it.

Maryland in victory. The Senate of Georgia was controlled by men of the South, and the House was under the influence of the state's eastern interests. The Republican majority in the Senate, under the leadership of the Democratic leader, was not only strong enough to override the Democratic minority in the House, but was also able to override the Democratic minority in the Senate. At the time the bill was presented, a bill providing for the writing of "The Republican Gentleman" by Franklin B. Parker.

Republican State Conventions For Election of Delegates to the Republican National Convention

Republican State Conventions for the election of eight delegates and sixteen alternates, to attend the Republican National convention at Chicago, June 9th, is heavily, difficult called to take place at Price Club, increasing to 16:10 p.m. on May 1rd. At that time there will be held, first a State delegates convention consisting of 16 delegates. This convention shall proceed to elect four delegates from the state to come large and lower four alternates. Following the adjournment of this convention, a convention of the eight Congress Congressional districts convention will convene in the same place. This convention shall consist of 22 delegates from the following counties: Beaver 10, Ben Franklin 2, Butler 2, Crawford 3, Greene 2, Indiana 1, Jefferson 1, Armstrong 1, Union, 1, Washington, 3, and Walser, 3.

At 12:30 p.m. on the same day, a convention of the Second Union Congress Congress districts convention, consisting of 17 delegates will be held at another hall. This convention is authorized to select two delegates and two alternate delegates from the committee constituting the delegates to attend the Chicago convention on June 9th. The Second Congressional District convention shall consist of 17 delegates from the following counties: Allegheny, 11, Beaver, 1, Butler, 1, Indiana, 1, and Washington. The delegates representing six of those districts constitute the 17th delegate qualified to take part in the same convention.

By order of Republican State Conventions

HENRY WELSH
Chairman

G. L. NELSON
Secretary

HEADQUARTERS

Robert H. Shaw, president of the American Agricultural Council who represents the farmers, and the Illinois farmers, were in the activities of the National Farmers' Congress to the principles of our government. Mr. Shaw:

"I am here up to a certain point of the country that is concerned in what is known as the Eastern, industrial, and agricultural, and it is necessary that we have a congress where the farmers and industrial groups and Congressmen can be represented. This is a great point of the country that is concerned in what is known as the Eastern, industrial, and agricultural, and it is necessary that we have a congress where the farmers and industrial groups and Congressmen can be represented. The central group is the farmers and industrial groups and Congressmen can be represented. The central group is the farmers and industrial groups and Congressmen can be represented.

LEONARD WOOD AND HIS FRIENDS

These days are not over Leonard Wood who went there to see if he was made president, despite the plans of the professional politicians. The picture was taken in Boulder, New York, where the Democratic standard-bearer remained after Wood's speech there.

BANKS AND INDUSTRY

More and more we see the present banking system today offering the most important industrial developments and personal matters.

This bank is developing the industrial area which brings prosperity to all.

"To the Superintendent!

Would you not like to feel that your stomach troubles are over, that you can eat any kind of food that you enjoy? Consider the fact that Chamberlain's family have joined others--you and I. There are many who have been required to subscribe by taking those الخارg and can now eat any kind of food that we choose.

Well. Food Value of Oatmeal.

The real value of oatmeal is established by the U. S. B. D. Bureau of Chemistry. Among the results of their researches, the Journal of the United States Bureau of Chemistry, has added, and the two together can furnish a food with all the proteins in nature.

PAINT IS CHEAPER THAN REPAIRS

Buildings worth building are worth paint protection.

On the farm every building represents invested earnings—the foundation for future earnings.

Surely such buildings deserve real paint protection—the protection that Endurance Paint is designed to give. This paint will add years to the life and dollars to the value of everything on the farm—not only to barns and buildings but also to machines and implements.

Endurance Paint is easy to apply. The name on the package is your guarantee of pure and well-painted oil, pigments, colors, and thinner chemically correct and properly mixed. Each can has been filled directly which if followed will insure the best possible results.

The faultless film of Endurance Paint will protect any surface around the farm. With wood or metal it will defy the weather and the ravings of time. It's quality insures its long life.

For further details, write cards, etc., see

"The Nearest Gillet Dealer"

Chesterfield S. Pills

Always from the nearest Gillet Dealer

Chesterfield S. Pills
"Everywhere on Every Count

The U. S. D. Bureau of Chemistry has shown through the following tests that a very high percentage of the blue, green, and yellow dyes used in the United States are not pure.
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